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ABSTRACT The classical SURF algorithm has many disadvantages, such as high dimension of feature
descriptor, large amount of computation, and low matching accuracy when the angle of rotation and angle
of view is too large. To solve the above problems, an improved algorithm is proposed. Firstly, image
preprocessing is carried out by image binarization, feature points are extracted by Hes-sian matrix, and then
feature description is carried out by using circular neighborhood of feature points. Har wavelet response is
used to establish descriptors for each feature point, and the normalized gray-level difference and second-order
gradient in the neighborhood are calculated simultaneously to form a new feature descriptor. Finally, the
RANSAC algorithm is used to eliminate the mismatch points. The algorithm does not Compared with the
classical SURF algorithm, it has the advantage of speed, and makes full use of the gray level information
and the detail information, so it has higher accuracy. Experimental results show that the algorithm has good
robustness and stability to image blur, illumination difference, angle rotation, field of view transformation
and so on. The algorithm is applied to remote sensing image stitching to obtain the stitched image with no
obvious geometric shift and good edge connection. This algorithm is a kind of image registration algorithm
with short time and high precision, which can meet the registration requirements of remote sensing image
stitching.
INDEX TERMS Carbon dioxide, image mosaicking, remote sensing image, SURF, RANSAC.
I. INTRODUCTION
According to the difference of registration methods, image
mosaic can be divided into the following three kinds.
Image mosaic algorithm based on gray area is developed
from the field of image matching [1]. First, the reference
image is segmented into a fixed geometric area, and then
the regions of the same size are selected from the image to
be stitched, and the similarity of the regions is calculated
by using the topological characteristics of the two image
regions [2]. In 1982, Rofenfied first proposed the cross-
correlation similarity measure to calculate the similarity
between regions. Then Barnea proposed Sequential Similar-
ity Detection (SSDA) algorithm [3]. The latter improves the
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Zhihan Lv .
region search strategy of image matching and greatly speeds
up the speed of image registration. Then, the geometric region
correlation method is proposed. Zhang et al. [4]. Apply it to
log polar coordinates, and use the non-uniform transforma-
tion of log polar coordinates to improve the efficiency of [5].
Chen et al. [6] carry on the wavelet transformation to the
image, extracts the initial match point set in the low frequency
picture, calculates the image similarity on the original pic-
ture, thus obtains the matching characteristic spot accurate
location [7]. Although the algorithm has high computational
efficiency, thematching rate of feature points depends heavily
on the feature information of low frequency images, so the
correct matching rate is not high.
In 1975, the phase correlation method was proposed by
Kuglin. Fourier transform was used to transform the image
to time-frequency and calculate the translation vectors of the
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two images. This method can adapt to the image with great
brightness and fast execution speed. In 1987, Xuanyu and
Chen [8] improved the phase correlation method by using the
Fourier transform property, and realized the fast registration
of rotating and changing images. With the rise of the fast
Fourier transform, the registration of scaling and changing
images is solved by the combination of polar transform and
power spectrum. However, the limitation of this method is
that it only has better registration effect for images with larger
coincidence regions. In 1996, Reddy [9] improved the phase
correlation algorithm, making it suitable for image regis-
tration with rotation or translation. However, this algorithm
can only adapt to rigid change of image registration, and
it is not effective for image registration with shape change.
Therefore, the phase correlation method of 3D images has
become popular. The 3D image registration algorithmmainly
uses hierarchical strategy to solve the rigid image transfor-
mation model and the non rigid image transformation model
respectively [10]. In China, many scholars have studied this
algorithm. Li Zhongke combines Hof transform and phase
correlation algorithm, and makes full use of fast computation
of Fourier transform to quickly rotate and transform images.
Guo Yongcai and others used the improved polar coordinate
method to obtain image transformation parameters, which
improved the registration accuracy of rotating translation
images. Phase correlation algorithm is very effective for
image translation or rotation transformation. However, when
the viewing angle is changed greatly and the image transfor-
mation is complex, the algorithm does not give the appropri-
ate solution.
The main idea of feature based image mosaic algorithm
is to extract the stable feature points by feature extraction
method, to match the feature points, and then transform
the image to the same coordinate system according to the
image transformation model, so as to achieve the purpose
of registration [11], [12]. The key point of the algorithm
is how to extract stable feature information from complex
scenes and ensure the accuracy and stability of the algorithm.
Moravec operator was proposed by Moravec in 1977, which
extracts stable feature information based on gray variance and
non-maximum suppression of image. In 1988, Harris added
the theory of signal to the basis of Moravec operator, and
proposed a feature extraction operator based on signal, Harris
operator [13]. The algorithm uses the first order difference
method to calculate the grayscale change of the image, and
the pixels with large gray scale gradient are labeled as feature
points. The scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) algo-
rithm proposed by Lowe in 2004 is a very stable algorithm.
First, the concept of scale invariant space is proposed, and
the extremum points are extracted in the scale space. The
position, scale and direction of the stable extremum point are
obtained. The algorithm can keep the invariance of feature
points under the influence of complex image geometric trans-
formation and noise illumination [14]. However, the match-
ing feature points obtained by the algorithm have some errors,
and the accuracy of the algorithm has decreased. The strong
stability of SIFT algorithm has attracted the attention of
scholars at home and abroad, and the improvement of SIFT
algorithm is endless. In 2006, Bay proposed the Speeded
Up Robust Feature (SURF) detection algorithm [15]. The
algorithm extracted feature points by integral calculation and
box filtering, although it accelerated the speed of feature
extraction, but the stability of feature points was not as stable
as SIFT algorithm. In 2011, Chen [16] Were improved on the
basis of SIFT algorithm. The Canny edge feature matching
was added to effectively achieve the matching of edge feature
points. In 2012, Chen Mengting and others extracted Harris
corners and used SIFT algorithm to describe corners. This
algorithm overcomes the shortcomings of SIFT algorithm,
which takes a long time. Through the comparison of the above
three image stitching algorithms, we can see that the feature-
based image mosaic algorithm has obvious advantages and
practicability. The algorithm is not required for images, and
can adapt to complex and varied images such as rotation,
translation and zooming. Therefore, the carbon dioxide image
mosaic in this paper is based on image registration algorithm
based on SIFT features [17]–[19].
Panorama is one of the main methods to immerse virtual
reality [20]. Therefore, panoramic image generation technol-
ogy has gradually become one of the research hotspots in
the field of virtual reality in recent years. The traditional
panoramic image generation is generally based on 3D graph-
ics modeling and rendering methods, and the panoramic
image generation technology based on image rendering (IBR)
directly uses the camera to capture the different sequence of
images in the same scene, and generates the scene panoramic
image based on image mosaic technology. It overcomes the
traditional 3D graphics method. The disadvantage reduces
the complexity of modeling and rendering [21]. YANG
Zhen-hao studied cylindrical projection transformation and
image fusion algorithms in panoramic mosaic technology.
Through image acquisition, image preprocessing and distor-
tion correction, cylindrical projection transformation, image
matching, image mosaic and fusion, a series of steps are
completed to transform the image.
Due to the obvious stitching of traditional image stitch-
ing, Shuai Wen-Shuang et al. [22] have proposed a new
method to solve this problem and make the stitching result
more smoother. This method is based on SIFT algorithm
and morphological component analysis (MCA) in training
dictionary [23]. The two core of image mosaic are image
registration and fusion. Firstly, SIFT algorithm is used to
extract feature points and realize image registration. Then,
the K-SVD algorithm is used to train the over complete dic-
tionary based on the original image, and the MCA algorithm
is used to decompose the image, so that the decomposed
component cartoon and texture are used for image fusion
respectively. This method not only guarantees the stitching
effect, but also filters the noise contained in the original
image [24].
Aiming at the inadequacy of the existing SIFT algorithm in
the application of image mosaic technology, Liang et al. [25]
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proposed an improved block H-SIFT algorithm, which com-
bined with Harris algorithm to block the image before image
matching, thus improving the efficiency of image mosaic.
Three dimensional accuracy of image matching: Based on
weighted smoothing algorithm, the best stitching line is found
by using gradient and divergence values of image feature
points to achieve seamless image stitching.
In agricultural production, image mosaic plays an impor-
tant role in panoramic view when real-time sensors are used
to collect images [26]–[29]. Because most agricultural oper-
ations are carried out externally, the traditional image mosaic
method based on SIFT algorithm is affected by uneven illu-
mination and wind [30]. Therefore, there is information dis-
location or missing in the mosaic image. It is difficult to meet
the reliability requirement of agricultural vehicle application
by using image feature elements for image mosaic. To solve
this problem, Zhang et al. [31] proposed a new image mosaic
method based on Kinect color and depth dual information
feature source. Firstly, Kinect sensor is used to collect depth
information and color image from three different angles. The
Kinect sensor is fixed on the slider. When the moving slider
moves at a constant speed of 0.5m/s, the Kinect moves at
the same speed. The color image and depth information are
acquired by calling Kinect in MATLAB and saved every
0.6s. Three consecutive time points are selected and three
color images from three angles are selected as mosaic images.
Secondly, the SIFT algorithm is used to extract feature points
from color images. SIFT algorithm can extract the invariant
features of illumination, affine and projection transformation.
It helps to reduce the number of feature points matching and
improve the speed and accuracy of feature points matching.
Thirdly, feature points are matched by similarity measure,
and Euclidean distance is used as similarity measure of two
images. Get the key points in the image, and find the two
closest key points in another image. If the ratio of the nearest
distance to the next nearest distance is less than a threshold,
thematching points are received [32]. But there are somemis-
matches in this method. Excessive mismatching may lead to
inlaying errors. Therefore, a method of eliminating mismatch
is needed to improve the matching accuracy [33]. Accord-
ing to the nature of Kinect, if Kinect moves horizontally,
the depth data of fixed points are the same. Based on this
feature, some mismatches will be eliminated. If the depth
data of the two feature points are the same, the matches
are retained, otherwise they will be deleted. As a result, the
accuracy of the matching is improved. Secondly, the projec-
tion transformation matrix is obtained by RANSAC (Random
Sample Consistency) algorithm. The RANSAC algorithm
uses the minimum possible point to estimate the model, and
then enlarges the influence range of the model as much as
possible. Projection transformation matrix is more accurate
than traditional image mosaic method because of eliminating
mismatch [34]. Finally, the image fusion is relatively smooth
through the best suture algorithm. Indoor and outdoor experi-
ments show that the mosaic method based on color and depth
dual information feature has obvious advantages, which can
effectively overcome the influence of light andwind and other
environmental factors, and avoid image splicing errors such
as image loss and brightness difference very good [35]–[37].
In indoor experiments, the mosaic method used in this paper
is 9.70s. The matching accuracy is 92.9%, while the tradi-
tional matching algorithm based on SIFT algorithm is 13.04s,
and the matching accuracy is 88.1%. In outdoor testing, the
mosaic method used in this paper accounts for 71.15s. The
matching accuracy is 99.1%, while the traditional method
based on SIFT takes up 77.67s, and the matching accuracy is
92.1%. Therefore, the mosaic method in this paper takes less
time than the traditional method based on SIFT algorithm.
The test data of stitching accuracy show that the average
matching accuracy of the proposed method is 96%, which
is 5.9% higher than that of the traditional image mosaic
method based on SIFT. Therefore, this method can be further
applied to other image mosaic occasions. Accurate spraying
and control of drug fertilizer.
From the perspective of overall technology development,
image mosaic technology has become more and more mature
and stable, and many excellent image stitching algorithms
have emerged. However, image mosaic involves a lot of
research fields. There are many problems in traditional stitch-
ing methods when dealing with special scenes. The global
transformation model between the two images obtained by
traditional stitching algorithm is very difficult. It is only suit-
able for long-range shooting and rotating shooting, requiring
two images to be in the same plane, and when the image
angle changes, the registration error increases significantly.
Therefore, this paper deeply studies the key technology and
theory of each link of carbon dioxide image mosaic, and
finally uses RANSAC algorithm to eliminate mismatched
points. This algorithm not only has the advantage of speed
over the classical SURF algorithm, but also makes full use of




The Otsu method is a global dynamic two valued method,
also called the Otsu method. It is also called the maximum
inter class difference. It is based on the statistics of the whole
image and realizes the automatic selection of thresholds.
No matter whether the histogram of the image has obvi-
ous Shuangfeng, it can get satisfactory results and has been
applied and developed in many fields.
For image Image, it is divided into target and background
segmentation threshold [38]. The number of target pixels is
proportional to the image, and the average gray level is. The
total average gray level of the image is: Traversing from the
minimum gray value to the maximum gray value is the best
threshold for segmentationwhen themaximumvalue ismade.
The Otsu method can be understood as follows: this formula
is actually the variance between classes, and the two parts
of the target segmentation and the background segmentation
constitute the whole image, and the target value, probability,
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background value, probability and total mean are obtained
according to the definition of variance. Because variance is
a measure of the uniformity of the grayscale distribution, the
larger the variance is, the greater the difference between the
two parts of the image. When some target points are mistaken
for the background or some of the background points are
divided into target points, the two part difference will be
smaller.
It is recorded as the gray value of the image point, and
the gray level is, so it is possible to assume the value. The







Assuming that the target and background segmented by the
gray value t as the threshold are respectively: sum, then the

























The total mean: µ = ω0(t)µ0(t)+ ω1(t)µ1(t)
(8)
Otsu method points out that the formula for calculating the




The bracket in the right bracket is actually the variance
between the classes. The two parts of the target g and the
background are composed of the whole image, and the tar-
get value µ0(t), probability ω1(t), background value µ1(t),
probability ω0(t) and total µ mean are obtained according to
the definition of variance. Because variance is a measure of
the uniformity of the grayscale distribution, the greater the
variance, the greater the difference between the two parts
of the image. When the partial target is mistaken for the
background or the part of the background error is divided into
a target, the difference between the two parts will be smaller.
The real meaning. In fact, another way of thinking can also
be a good understanding of Otsu method. µ0(t) and µ1(t),
it can represent the center grayscale of the target and the
background respectively [41], representing the central gray
level of the whole image, and to get the best segmentation of
the target and the background. Of course, we want to separate
the object as far away from the image center as possible,is to
say (µ0(t)− µ)2, or |µ0(t)− µ| as far as possible, and keep
the background as far away from the center as possible. so:




(2) the product of the two is the largest.
g = Arg Max
0≤t≤m-1
[(µ0(t)− µ)2(µ1(t)− µ)2] (11)
Notice that there is, and so there µ = ω0(t)µ0(t) +
ω1(t)µ1(t), µ0(t) ≤ µ ≤ µ1(t) is:
ω0(t) (µ0(t)− µ)2 + ω1(t) (µ1(t)− µ)2
= (µ0(t)− µ)2 (µ1(t)− µ)2 (12)
B. IMAGE TRANSFORMATION
Assuming that the gray range of the original image f (x, y)
is [a, b], the gray range of the transformed image g (x, y) is
linearly extended to [c, d], then the gray value of any point in
the image is P (x, y), and the transformation is followed by
the following expression [43].
g(x, y) = d−cb−a × [f (x, y)− a]+ c (13)
If the gray level distribution of most pixels in the image is
in the interval [a and b], Max f is the largest gray level of the




c o ≤ f (x, y) ≤ a
d − c
b− a
× [f (x, y)− a]+ c a ≤ f (x, y) ≤ b
d, b ≤ f (x, y)≤max f
(14)
Under the condition of under exposure or over exposure,
the grayscale of the image may be confined to a very small
range, and the resulting image may be a blurred and seem-
ingly ungrayscale image. Linear transformation is used to
stretch the gray level of each pixel in the image, which will
effectively improve the visual effect of the image.
C. BASED ON SURF ALGORITHM OF FEATURE
EXTRACTION AND MATCHING
The overall thought process of SURF method is similar to
SIFT, but different from SIFT is adopted in the whole process.
The detection of feature points is still based on the theory of
love you in scale space. In image 1, the point at = (x, y) is
defined as a Hessian matrix on scale:
H =
[
Lxx(x̂, σ ) Lxy(x̂, σ )
Lxy(x̂, σ ) Lyy(x̂, σ )
]
(15)
The second derivative of Gauss filtering is the result of
convolution of I= (x, y), in which the Gauss filtering function




2σ2 , and Lxy,Lyy is the meaning is
similar.
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FIGURE 1. Scale space generation.
FIGURE 2. Flow of image stitching algorithm.
Bay et al. proposed to replace the second-order Gauss
filter with the square filter approximation and accelerate the
convolution with the integral image to improve the compu-
tational speed. In the original image, the image of Pyramid
with different scales is formed by enlarging the size of the
box. The frame filter template value of 9∗9 is shown in
Figure 1, the gray part template value is 0, corresponding to
the two order Gauss filter = 1.2 and the corresponding scale
value s == 1.2, and the value of the square filter template
is convoluted with the image, respectively, Dxx , Dxy, and the
Dyy. He is further solved the expression of the ssian matrix:
1(H ) = DxxDyy − (0.9Dxy)2 (16)
Scale image pyramids are constructed using SIFT-like
methods. Four-level scale images are selected in each order,
and the construction parameters of the fourth order are shown
in Figure 2. The number on the grey bottom indicates the
size of the filter template. If the size of the image is much
larger than that of the template, the order can be increased.
If the filter template size is N∗N, the corresponding scale
s = 1.2∗N/9; using Hessian moments.
Taking the feature point as the center, the coordinate axis
is first rotated to the main direction, and the square area
with a length of 20s is selected according to the main direc-
tion. The window area is divided into sub regions of 4∗4.
In each sub region, the wavelet response in the range of 5s∗5s
(sampling step size s) is calculated, which is relative to
the horizontal and vertical Haar in the main direction. The
wavelet responses are recorded as DX and Dy respectively,
giving the response value a weight coefficient to increase
the robustness to the geometric transformation. In this way,











Therefore, for each feature point, a 4∗4∗4 =
64-dimensional description vector is formed, and then the
vector is normalized, which is robust to illumination.
D. ELIMINATION OF MISMATCH POINTS BY RANSAC
ALGORITHM
RANSAC algorithm can be said to be a mathematical model
of iterative algorithm. His main principle is to find some
feature points, and then according to these characteristics,
a straight line is formed. In this line, the points in this line
are counted in a certain error range, then repeat this step, and
finally select the points with the largest number of points.
As the final result. This idea is also the reason why he is often
used in image matching. From the experience of predeces-
sors, we can get the matrix form of RANSAC algorithm: x′y′
1
 =





In determining a straight line, according to mathematical
knowledge, we need two points. Here we have to find two
matching points. If we determine the 9 parameters of the
above matrix, we need 8 matching points.
In this algorithm, another key parameter is the setting of
the threshold. In order to solve this threshold, we should
introduce several concepts and functions. First, we assume
that the error is in line with the Gauss distribution, and the
distance error square satisfies the x square distribution of M.




Xm2(ξ )dξ < k2 (19)
From the above, we get the method of calculating the
threshold.
t2 = Fm−1(α)σ 2 (20)
Mathematical function expression is a priori probability,
so when calculating the threshold, it is the first step to cal-
culate, and then the threshold can be determined according to
the above formula. After the threshold is determined, the next
step is to judge the internal points, which can be based on the
following functions:
s =
∥∥H ∗ i− i′∥∥ 2 (21)
In the above function expression, I represents the coordi-
nates of the matching points obtained by multiplying with
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the matrix. The coordinates are chosen from the selected
matching points to get the error s. According to the size of
the error and the size of the threshold, the feature points are
judged. If it is less than the threshold, it is the internal point,
otherwise it is not.
In the above algorithm, the various methods of matching
are clearly defined, but this method has some limitations in
practice. First of all, it can not handle large amount of data,
because in a relatively high complexity, when calculating the
matrix H, it will be calculated one by one, and the efficiency
will be reduced, and the time will be increased accidentally.
The degree of complexity. So in practical application, we can
do this. In the initial matching point, we use 8 points to deter-
mine the matrix H, select 4 additional points for judgement,
judge when the matrix is determined, if not the internal point
is directly abandoned, this will greatly reduce the computa-
tion time. The application of this method in high-definition
images with high quality and large amount of information
requires more matching points, but the time saved increases.
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. SURF FEATURE POINT EXTRACTION AND MATCHING
MODEL
The SURF algorithm based on SIFT algorithm has the char-
acteristics of scale invariance, rotation invariance and partial
perspective invariance. Compared with similar algorithms,
the algorithm has good robustness and has obvious real-time
advantage in computation. The detailed implementation steps
of the SURF algorithm are as follows:
1) to establish an integral image
2) construction of scale space
3) determination of extreme points in scale space
4) determine the key point direction
5) generation of key point descriptors
1. The integral image SURF algorithm is established to sat-
isfy the invariable characteristics of rotation and translation.
The filtering process of Gauss&apos;s two order differential
template in SIFT algorithm is simplified and transformed into
the arithmetic operation between integral images. Thus, the
algorithm has the advantage of less computation and faster
speed than other similar algorithms. The application of the
integral image is one of the main reasons for the speed-up
of the algorithm. By calculating the sum of the pixel values
of any point (x, y) in the original image and all points in
the rectangular region formed by the upper left corner of the
image, the integral image can be obtained.
When calculating the gray level of the pixels in thewindow,
the size of the window can be ignored. We only need to
pay attention to the integral image values of four points in
the window: 1, 2, 3 and 4, and calculate them through four
corresponding values. The integral image of point 4 in the
graph is the accumulation of all the pixel gray values in the
D region; similarly, 3 integral points are the sum of the D and
C regions; 1 points are the sum of the A and D regions; the
2 integral points are the sum of the gray values of the four
regions of A, B, C and D. If only the gray value of B region
needs to be calculated, it can be obtained through the point 2,
the integral image minus point 3, the minus point 1 and the
plus point 4. If there is an image with a gray value of 1,
then the integral value at any pixel in the image is equal
to the area of the rectangle. The rectangle is determined by
the point from the upper left corner of the original image.
Figure 1 shows the flow of image stitching algorithm.
From the calculation process, it can be seen that the sum of
the gray values of a certain area can be obtained by look-up
table and simple arithmetic operations. The complexity of the
computation process will not be affected by the size change
of the rectangular area of the image, that is, the pixel gray
level in the window is not related to the size of the window,
which makes the calculation process simple and computable.
The speed is obviously accelerated.
B. IMPROVEMENT OF STITCHING ALGORITHM
In the previous section of this chapter, the key steps of the
algorithm are introduced in detail from the algorithm itself.
Because the image of rock casting slice itself has the char-
acteristics of complex microstructure, large similarity and
particle yelling, and so on, even smaller images may produce
more feature points. In the process of image registration, too
many feature points will undoubtedly increase the amount
of computation, produce time redundancy, and have a fatal
impact on stitching speed. At the same time, too many fea-
ture points will also increase the number of false matching
points [42]. The traditional SURF algorithm has the following
main problems in image mosaic of rock casting sheet:
First, the SURF algorithm is oriented to the range of the
whole image in the detection of feature points. In practical
applications, registration is only the feature points of the
overlapped parts in the image. The feature points detected
by the non overlapping part are not only meaningless in
matching, but also affect the matching accuracy. The amount
of operation is greatly increased.
(1) The influence of matching accuracy is reflected in:
when there are feature points pairs in non-overlapping areas
of mosaic image in matching point pairs, it must be the
wrong matching point pairs. Determining the transformation
matrix between two images is themain task of image stitching
according to the feature points, and the meaningful feature set
can only be composed of points extracted from overlapping
regions, so the points extracted from non overlapping regions
should be eliminated, so as to avoid affecting the accuracy of
the transformed matrix.
(2) the increase of computation is reflected in the feature
matching stage. When searching for matching points for a
specific feature point, the SURF algorithm traverses all the
detected feature points one by one. The number of iterations
increases with the number of feature points. If the number of
iterations is too large, the number of similarity computation
will increase correspondingly. Add, will undoubtedly bring a
lot of time redundancy.
Secondly, the traditional SURF algorithm uses Euclidean
distance to calculate the similarity of feature vectors between
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TABLE 1. Experimental time comparison (unit: second).
two images. From the foregoing, we can see that the algorithm
produces a feature vector of dimension 64. When the dimen-
sion increases, the Euclidean distance will show insensitivity,
which will greatly weaken the matching effect and increase
the false matching rate.
Third, most of the time, the one-way matching between
the reference image and the target image will be selected.
Although this method can save some time, it can not avoid




In this paper, ten groups of rock image data are used to
simulate the algorithm, and each group of data is subjected
to 8 experiments, and the data of the algorithm running time
are quantified and compared by Table 1.
The running time of the 80 sets of simulation is statistically
analyzed. It is found that the median running time of the
algorithm is 9.125s before the algorithm is improved, and the
median running time of the improved algorithm is 8.49s. The
total running time of the improved algorithm is 779.91s, and
the total running time of the improved algorithm is 666.51s;
the average running time of the improved algorithm is 9.75s,
and the improved algorithm runs on average. The time is
8.33s, the standard deviation of running time of the improved
algorithm is 2.02, and the standard deviation of running
time of the improved algorithm is 1.05. Through calculation,
it is found that compared with the improved algorithm, the
efficiency of the improved algorithm is increased by about
17%, and the stitching speed of the improved algorithm is
obviously faster, which verifies the validity of the algorithm
in this paper.
B. ALGORITHM STABILITY
The running time of Table 1 is averaged, and the ten sets of
experimental running time statistics are drawn into columnar
charts. The running time of the improved algorithm and the
improved algorithm is analyzed more intuitively, and the
running time polygon diagram is shown in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of program running time.
Compared with the broken line graph, we can see that due
to the influence of image quality, the feature points that may
be extracted suddenly increase, and the running time of the
algorithm is uneven before the algorithm is improved. The
running time of the algorithm is even 2-3 times that of the
improved algorithm, and the running time of the improved
algorithm is basically kept in a dynamic range. The improved
algorithm has better time stability.
C. ALGORITHM ACCURACY
The improved algorithm is based on the operation of the
whole image, that is, the transformation relationship between
the images is also determined in the global scope, so that the
transformation relationship may be affected by the non over-
lapping area of the image, and the transformation obtained
when the non overlapping area of the two images is distorted
or distorted. The accuracy of the matrix will be affected.
It may result in the phenomenon of edge vacancy in the image
after the completion of the stitching, and enlarge the edge of
the image.
80 sets of experiments were carried out on the orig-
inal algorithm. After statistics, it was found that there
were 67 groups in the result of stitching, and the
other 13 groups did not show obvious vacancy phenomenon.
The correct rate of stitching was 83.75%. The same 80 groups
of images were used, and the improved algorithm was used
to splice. In the 80 groups of mosaic images, the edges of
mosaic results are more regular, and there is no edge vacancy.
The correct rate of mosaic is 100%.
V. CONCLUSION
The early image mosaic algorithm is usually based on the
following two premises: first, the camera only performs pure
rotation; two, the scene is a plane scene or can be approx-
imated to a plane scene. However, this premise assumes
that the hardware requirements are high, and the parallax
tolerance of image mosaic algorithm is poor under general
circumstances. Recently, parallax image mosaic algorithms
have been widely studied, but the quality of image stitching is
uneven. There are still various problems in the classic image
stitching algorithm.
Even though the image mosaic algorithm has been deeply
studied in this paper, most of the problems have been solved.
However, there are also some shortcomings in the research
process, as well as several problems that are difficult to solve.
In this paper, the shortcomings and problems are elaborated in
order to optimize and improve the follow-up study. For exam-
ple, feature extraction. In this paper, we find that in different
scenarios, we usually get different number of special refresh-
ing points. This is because the texture features in the scene are
not uniform and should be a normal phenomenon. However,
the number of features is too small in the past, which will
cause the subsequent images to be uneven, while the number
of features is too large, which will cause time-consuming
operation. How to control the number of features in different
scenarios is a problem worth studying.
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